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A B S T R A C T 

We revisited the problem of mixing in a gravitational N -body system from the point of view of the ordering of coarse-grained 

cells in the one-particle energy space, here denoted energy ranking preservation (ERP). This effect has been noted for some time 
in simulations, although individual particle energies and their phase-space variables mix considerably. The present investigation 

aimed to map ERP in terms of parameters involving the collective range in which it is effective, as well as in terms of 
global and historical characterizations of gravitational systems evolving towards equilibrium. We examined a subset of the 
IllustrisTNG cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulations (TNG50-4 and TNG100-3), considering both their full and 

dark-only v ersions. F or each simulation, we selected the 20 most massiv e haloes at redshift z = 0, tracing their ERP fractions 
back at selected redshift markers ( z = { 1.0, 5.0, 10 0 } ), and for a coarse-graining set ranging from 5 to 30 energy bins. At the 
redshift marker z = 1, we found high ERP fractions (abo v e ∼80 per cent ) in both simulations, regardless of the coarse-graining 

level. The decline in ERP fractions with redshift was roughly a function of mass and fractional mass increase in the analysed 

TNG50-4 haloes, but not in the TNG100-3 ones, indicating a possible relative susceptibility of the ERP effect to mass accretion 

for haloes less massive than ∼10 

14 M �. We confirmed earlier indications in the literature concerning a possible ‘mesoscopic’ 
constraint operative in a time span of at least several Gyr. 

Key words: gravitation – methods: numerical – galaxies: formation – galaxies: haloes – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics –
cosmology: dark matter. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

arge scale structures are probably the result of gravitational 
mplification of initially small density fluctuations, which grew 

ierarchically in an expanding cosmological background (Springel, 
renk & White 2006 ). State of the art magnetohydrodynamical 
osmological simulations, following the � CDM model and includ- 
ng semi-analytic approaches reproduce the observable Universe in 
onsiderable detail and in agreement with the hierarchical instability 
roposition (Vogelsberger et al. 2020 ). 
Yet, there are significant open questions regarding the processes 

eading to relaxation and equilibrium of galaxies and clusters of 
alaxies. These questions are fundamentally related to the nature 
f the N -body gravitational problem as a leading-order catalyst of
he dynamical and structural characteristics of those systems. In this 
egard, the so-called ‘violent relaxation’ (VR, i.e. a rapidly varying 
otential process) has been proposed as an efficient mechanism for 
edistributing or mixing particles in phase-space (King 1962 ; H ́enon 
964 ; Lynden-Bell 1967 ) so that a nearly steady state could be
eached after just a few crossing times of the system. 

Ho we ver, VR is still somewhat a qualitative hypothesis with 
nknown elements yet to be understood for a complete theory so
hat currently formalization attempts are being pursued in several 
ronts (and references therein Barbieri et al. 2022 ). For instance, it
as been noted since the 80’s that after the occurrence VR, not all
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ynamically accessible phase-space cells ended up being occupied 
o that mixing seemed to be an incomplete process. At the same
ime, some indications of partial preservation of initial conditions in 
nergy space were observed in N -body dissipationless simulations 
for a brief re vie w on VR as well as the issue of surviving memory
f initial conditions, see and references therein Dantas & Ramos 
006b ). 
Indeed, it has been shown that, in general, there is a ‘coarse-

rained’ sense in which after VR, the ordering of the mean energy of
ollections of particles is preserved, although the individual particle 
nergies and their phase-space variables do vary substantially from 

heir initial values (even though not in an e xhaustiv e manner, as
entioned abo v e). This energy r anking preservation (hereon, ERP)

ffect was studied by Kandrup et al. in the 90’s in the context of
issipationless simulations of galactic models (Kandrup, Mahon & 

mith 1993 ). Hence, it seems that particles which are closely spaced
n energy space are able to mix in phase space, but with a restriction
o the exchange of energy beyond certain bounds. This has been
ypothesized by Kandrup et al. to be the result of some ‘mesoscopic’
onstraint operative in the N -body gravitational problem. 

The ERP effect is not well-understood and has not been thoroughly
iscussed in the literature after the passing of Kandrup in 2003
Merritt 2005 ). We have previously analysed the ERP effect in
umerical studies and obtained a few hints on this mechanism, which
e briefly list here: (i) the (hypothetical) mesoscopic constraints 

eem to be partially violated in mergers (leading to ‘Fundamental 
lane’-like relations) but entirely operative in collapses (leading to 
omologous systems) (Dantas et al. 2003 ); (ii) the ERP seems to
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Figure 1. FOF halo masses (in M �) as a function of Halo ID for the 
selected simulations (namely, the 20 most massive haloes at z = 0 in each 
simulation). Masses are defined as the sum of the individual masses of all 
particles (of all types) associated with the FOF halo. 
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epends on halo mass in dark-matter only � -CDM cosmological
imulations (Jenkins et al. 1998 ; Thomas et al. 1998 ) so that more
assi ve haloes sho wed more rank preserv ation than less massive ones

Dantas & Ramos 2006b ); (iii) the mesoscopic constraint seems to
ct at the level in which collections of particles behave dynamically
s an ef fecti v e particle with a characteristic frequenc y in the av erage
otential of the halo (Dantas & Ramos 2006a ). 
In the present paper, we revisited the ERP effect by analysing

he state of the art IllustrisTNG cosmological simulations, 1 pro-
uced from a sophisticated magnetohydrodynamical numerical code
 AREPO , Springel 2010 ) incorporating semi-analytical models which
ollow the coupled dynamics of baryons and dark matter (Marinacci
t al. 2018 ; Naiman et al. 2018 ; Nelson et al. 2018 ; Pillepich et al.
018 ; Springel et al. 2018 ; Nelson et al. 2019a , 2019b ; Pillepich et al.
019 ). Our purpose was to advance the quantitative characterization
f ERP, prompted by open questions raised in Kandrup et al.
 1993 ) and by previous hints on this effect (mentioned abo v e). F or
nstance, does ERP (or its subliminal mesoscopic constraints) have
ome ‘universal’ characterization? In order to map this problem,
 preliminary focus could be in terms of parameters involving the
ollective range in which of ERP is effective , such as the coarse-
raining level in the energy space. Another distinct set of quantities
o be correlated with ERP would be global and historical c har ac-
erizations of gravitational systems e volving to wards equilibrium.
osmological haloes in the present simulations offer interesting

esting grounds for such questions, not only at the fundamental level
ut also as potential developmental tools, when well-understood for
bservational surv e ys. 
Our paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 , we present the

election of the IllustrisTNG runs, the methodology for computing
he coarse-grained energy ranking statistics, and a description of
oy models, where we illustrate the general behaviour of ERP
ractions. In Section 3 , we present the energy ranking results and
he dependence of ERP fractions with halo properties. Our results
re discussed in Section 4 . The Appendix provides a compilation
f the ERP fractions for haloes other than the four most massive
nes in each simulation (which were presented in detail in the main
ext). The cosmology parameters used in the present paper are those
efined in the IllustrisTNG simulations, namely: �� , 0 = 0.6911,
m, 0 = �DM, 0 + �b, 0 = 0.3089, �b, 0 = 0.0486, σ 8 = 0.8159, n s =

.9667, and h = 0.6774 (Planck Collaboration, Ade et al. 2016 ). 

 M E T H O D O L O G Y  

.1 Energy ranking algorithm and selection of simulations 

n this section, we describe in detail the energy ranking computa-
ion performed in the selected IllustrisTNG simulations (indicated
elow). A note of caution concerns our selection of haloes to be
iscussed in the item (iii) below, in which we selected the 20
ost massive haloes in each simulation. Given that the TNG50

nd TNG100 simulations differ in box size, the latter simulation
amples larger halo masses than the former. This is seen in Fig. 1 .
he algorithm can be stated through the following steps: 

(i) Choose the simulation from the set: TNG = { TNG50-4 (full),
NG50-4-Dark, TNG100-3 (full), TNG100-3-Dark } . 
(ii) Choose the particle type from the set: Particle Type
 { ‘dm’, ‘star’ } for the full runs; for dark-only runs, Particle
ype is automatically ‘dm’. 
NRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 

 https://www.tng-pr oject.or g/
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a  
(iii) Choose the r efer ence FOF halo ID at z = 0 from the set:
alo ID = { 1, 2, 3,. . . , 20 } (namely, the 20 most massive haloes;
.f. Fig. 1 ). Note: haloes were selected from the available FOF halo
atalogue at the IllustrisTNG site, which in turn were obtained from
 standard friends-of-friends algorithm (linking length b = 0.2). The
atter algorithm was run on the dark matter particles (the other particle
ypes are linked to the same groups from their nearest dark matter
article). All particles have a unique identity number throughout a
iven simulation run. 
(iv) Choose the number of bins (i.e. the number of energy

artitions or cells) from the set: nbins = { 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
0 } . 
(v) Convention : the energy bin labelled ‘1’ refers to the most

e gativ e (most bounded) energy bin, and so on, monotonically up to
he last energy bin, which refers to the less ne gativ e (less bounded)
nergy bin (e. g., the energy bin labelled ‘15’ for nbins = 15). 

(vi) Choose the target redshift from the set: z = { 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 } ,
lso referred as ‘markers’. Note: we did not trace ERP in a fine grid in
edshift due to two reasons. First, given that the discriminating feature
s the occurrence itself of rank violation across a long period in the
volutionary history of a halo, it was sufficient to detect ‘crossing-
 v er’ ev ents of energy bins at a few ‘check points’ (redshifts).
ranted energy ranking might proceed differently in between any

uch markers (i.e. with bin preservations and violations changing
uring that time), but the point was the detection of violations per
e (relatively to the energy bin ordering at z = 0). That is, it was
ot essential at this level of the analysis to trace ERP along small
ntervals in z. A detailed study of the evolution of energy cells
n relation to specific dynamical/structural halo parameters would
ertainly benefit from a finer partition in redshift and with the analysis
f higher resolution simulations (such as the TNG50-1). Ho we ver, the
resent investigation was focused on a more generic characterization
f ERP. Second, a high-computational cost in the particle matching
lgorithm was found when considering several snapshots and a large
umber of haloes. This issue was left for a future work with expected
mpro v ements in the algorithm and on computational availability. 

(vii) For a given choice [ TNG , Particle Type , Halo ID ]
btain the unique identification number of each particle belonging
o Halo ID at z = 0: the set I Halo ID ( z = 0) = { Particle IDs
 ∈ N . Note that the Particle IDs are fixed in all redshifts and
re provided by the IllustrisTNG snapshot data. 

(viii) For a given choice [ TNG , Particle Type , Halo ID , z]
nd for all FOF haloes at z, search for the same Particle IDs

https://www.tng-project.org/
art/stac2159_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Example: ERP ‘criss-cross’ diagrams, for nbins = 5. Mean 
energies 〈 E (bin) 〉 were computed for reference Halo ID = 2 (left-hand 
panel), and reference Halo ID = 3 (right-hand panel), both for TNG100-3, 
particle type = ‘dm’. The variances of particle energy values relative 
to each 〈 E (bin) 〉 are shown as error bars at the target redshifts z = { 1.0, 5.0, 
10.0 } . Note the complete ERP in the left-hand panel and three bin violations 
in the right-hand panel (indicated by an ellipse), at z = 10.0; the corresponding 
rank-violating bin levels were � viol = 3, 4, 5. Higher bin levels correspond to 
less bounded (less ne gativ e) energy bins. 
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hat were stored in the set I Halo ID ( z = 0). Note: not all particles in
he set I Halo ID ( z = 0) will be matched in FOF haloes at z, because
ome of those particles will be in the field, and are here disregarded
see note below on this criterion). The number of matched particles, 
herefore, will generally vary at each z. This gives the sets of matched
articles at z: I mat ( z ) ⊆ I Halo ID ( z = 0). 
(ix) For each set I mat ( z), store the corresponding one-particle 

nergies at z = 0 and at z. The one-particle energy is calculated
s the sum of the kinetic energy (in units of (km s −2 ) a , where a is
he scale factor at the given redshift) and the gravitational potential 
nergy (in units of (km s −2 ) a of the particle, expressed as physical
uantities by considering the respective a values, provided by the 
llustrisTNG specifications. 

(x) For each set I mat ( z): (a) sort the one-particle energies at z =
 only; (b) assign an equal number of particles into nbins energy
ells, resulting in a sequence of energy bins from the most bounded
o the less bounded energy bin; and (c) calculate the average one-
article energies per bin, 〈 E(bin) 〉 (z = 0). 
(xi) For each set I mat ( z): assign the matched particles to the same

nergy bins as of the previous item and calculate their respective 
verage one-particle energies per bin. Ho we ver, these ne w energy
ins will generally result in different average particle energies per 
in, namely, 〈 E (bin) 〉 ( z ) �= 〈 E (bin) 〉 ( z = 0). Most importantly, there
s no a priori reason that these new energy bins will follow the same
rder as those at z = 0 but, if so, we have ERP. 

We point out that our procedure follows essentially the same 
lgorithm of Kandrup et al. ( 1993 ), with the difference that we
onsidered particles belonging to FOF haloes only , disregarding 
eld particles. Note that a reference halo at z = 0, usually will
av e sev eral particles which are not found in haloes at higher
edshifts, and therefore these particles were not considered. The 
eason for this decision was due to computer memory limitations, 
s loading the whole snapshot of the simulation box would be 
equired. Some solutions to this problem implied a significantly 
ore complex algorithm, which we left for future work. On the 

ther hand, by focusing on particles associated with FOF haloes only, 
he resulting analysis corresponds more closely to what is actually 
ound in observational surv e ys, as the latter ultimately sample bound
tructures given the inevitable flux limitations. Therefore, by limiting 
o halo particle data only, we were able to bypasses computer memory 
imitations, while providing a starting point for subsequent more 
efined observational comparisons with simulated data. 

.2 ERP diagrams 

he algorithm described in the previous section indicates whether the 
anking of the centres of the energy cells are preserved (equi v alently,
he ordering of the computed 〈 E(bin) 〉 ( z )) relatively to their values
t z = 0. Energy ranking results can be compactly presented in
 ‘criss-cross’ diagram, which can be promptly visualized. This is 
one by connecting the 〈 E (bin) 〉 ( z) results by line segments, one for
ach average energy bin. We show an example of our results (to be
iscussed in Section 3 ) in Fig. 2 : pictorially, this means that there
re no traversing of any line segments across redshifts, (a), whereas 
ome energy ranking violations are seen in (b), where crossings o v er
ine segments were found. 

Ho we ver, ‘criss-cross’ diagrams will be presented here in a limited
anner and mostly for illustrative purposes, considering its connec- 

ion to previous literature. The large number of ERP e v aluations gen-
rated 720 ‘criss-cross’ diagrams due to our combinatorial choices in 
TNG, Particle Type, Halo ID, nbins] (c.f. previous 
ubsection). It was necessary to reduce this large ERP information, 
o we calculated the ERP fractions (ERPFs) at each redshift. That is
he fraction of bins that were preserved , relatively to the e v aluated
bins at z. Hence, ERPF = 1.0 indicates complete energy ranking
reservation of all bins at a given z, whereas ERPF = 0.0 means a
omplete violation of all bins at a given z. ERPF can therefore be
ompactly displayed for all nbins at z. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 ,
btained for a toy model (to be discussed next). One can see then that
RP information for all nbins values can be compactly displayed 

n one diagram. 
Granted, ERPF leads to loss of information on the specific bins

hat are violated. Yet, we believe that the ERPF can be considered
 sufficiently meaningful (albeit reduced) quantity, and it can be 
irectly correlated with other halo properties (c.f. Section 3.2 ). 
nother caveat is that the presence of o v erlapping variances in

he ERP ‘criss-cross’ diagrams could be considered as statistical 
easures of potential bin violations. Given that the main driver of
RP has been observed in the energy bin averages, and not in the
ariances (Kandrup et al. 1993 ), we assume hereon that our ERPF
nalysis is meaningful in a first-order sense. 

.3 Toy models and general behaviour of ERP fractions 

efore we proceed to the analysis of the simulation results, we
ntroduce two sets of toy models to serve as a basis for the
nderstanding of how energy ranking is best preserved or otherwise 
radually violated in terms of general trends. These models are 
ompletely artificial in the sense that we generated dummy particle 
nergies at arbitrarily labelled redshifts, that is, not based on any
osmological considerations, but constructed in a specified manner. 
hey should be seen as useful references for the qualitative under-
tanding of the energy ranking behaviour as a function of certain
road characteristics. The rationale for tracing the ERP in such a
ell controlled data set is due to the fact that the main quantity being

omputed in the cosmological simulations is the ordering of energy 
ells, and not the specific values of particle energies. Therefore it
s possible to capture the main dependencies of the degree of ERP
irectly from the broad characteristics in the particle correlation 
pace E ( z = 0) × E ( z), as we illustrate now. 

We produced models in which we fixed the particle energies 
 ( z= 0) ≡ E 0 for the choice [TNG, Particle Type, Halo
MNRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 
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M

Figure 3. Example: ERP analysis of a linear toy model illustrating the particle correlation space E ( z = 0) × E ( z) (top left-hand panel); the ‘criss-cross’ 
diagrams, in which only three values of nbins are shown inside brackets, namely: nbins = { 5, 15, 30 } (right-hand panels; z = 0.1 axis label omitted for 
clarity); and the corresponding ERP fractions (with data points slightly jittered for a better view of o v erlapping points; bottom left-hand panel). The number 
of violated bins ( n viol ) for this model were the following. For nbins = 5: n viol = 4 (at z = 10.0); for nbins = 15: n viol = 11, 5, 2 (at z = 10.0, 5.0, 3.0, 
respectively); for nbins = 30: n viol = 28, 28, 22, 8, 8 (at z = 10.0, 5.0, 3.0, 1.0, 0.1, respectively). 
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D] = [TNG50-4-Dark, ‘dm’, 1], and then generated artificial
article energies for dummy redshifts ( z ), denoted E ( z ), based on two
arametrized correlations (linear and quadratic) with a spread around
ach correlation, specified by a disturbance factor ( d ). That is, after
btaining a particle energy E ( z ), the latter was disturbed by a value
rawn from a uniform distribution within the interval d , namely:
 ( z ) = E ( z ) ± ( −5 . 00 × 10 5 ×d ), where the sign ± was also chosen

andomly. In this manner, each disturbance factor created a different
ealization of the model with a sequentially increased spread around
he given correlation. Furthermore, we also mimicked the decrease of
ounded particles in haloes at higher redshifts by randomly sampling
he generated particle energies from arbitrarily smaller numbers at
igher redshifts. A summary of 10 toy models generated in that
anner is presented in Table 1 . 
The idea is to understand the impact of the type and degree

f correlation, its spread, and the number of energy bins on the
orresponding ERP fraction at each redshift. The complete results for
he toy models are presented in Fig. 4 . The models were constructed
n such a way that in the particle correlation space particle energies
re increasingly correlated (the slope increases from high to low
edshifts). Given that the models are intended to capture the main
rends of ERP in terms of correlation level spread and nbins , we list
he following observed properties, which can be taken as a reference
or simulated data: 

(i) Correlation: As qualitativ ely e xpected, there is a strong con-
ection between ERP fraction and the degree of correlation between
he particle energies, E ( z = 0) and E ( z), whatever the spread of the
orrelation and the nbins used. This can be seen clearly for the
ase of linear models, where lower redshifts (higher slopes) lead
NRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 
o higher ERP fractions. The quadratic models also show the same
rend, but ERP is more compromized o v erall, as the curv es present
nly a certain range with an almost linear correlation. 
(ii) Spread: the ERP fractions in both correlation models tend to be

ower for higher spreads, but as mentioned in the previous item, this
s a second order effect as compared to the degree of the correlation.
herefore, the amount of spread on generating lower ERP fractions

s more important for less correlated particle energies (at higher
edshifts). Quadratic models show more sensitivity on spread for all
edshifts than linear models. 

(iii) nbins : By focusing on the two uppermost panels of the
inear model and the three uppermost ones of the quadratic model,
hat is, models with less spread, we see that they present a remarkable
onsistency of EPR fractions, regardless of the choice of nbins . 

 RESULTS  

.1 ERP results 

e show in Fig. 5 , the fractions of matched particles to total particles
in the respective reference haloes). Those fractions are system-
tically lower for higher redshifts, as expected, and are roughly
imilar when comparing the TNG50 and the TNG100 simulations.
n Figs 6 , 7 , and 8 , we present a summary of the ERP results for
he first four more massive reference haloes in each of the analysed
imulations. From these figures, one can inspect and compare the
RP fractions (ERPF), particle correlation spaces ( E ( z = 0) × E ( z))
nd ‘criss-cross’ diagrams (for nbins = { 5, 30 } only). Due to
pace constraints, we included in the Appendix the ERPF results for
ll the remaining reference haloes. Note that the panels showing the

art/stac2159_f3.eps
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Table 1. Energy correlation models (linear and quadratic) resulting in two sets of five toy models each produced according 
to the listed values of the disturbance factor ( d ). At each artificial redshift z , the adopted parameter values a and b are 
indicated, aimed to produce increasingly correlated particle energies with ‘time’. 

Energy correlation model d factor a b z 

Linear: E ( z ) = aE 0 + b { 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 } 
0.00 −5.00 × 10 5 10.0 
0.25 −3.75 × 10 5 5.0 
0.50 −2.50 × 10 5 3.0 
0.75 −1.25 × 10 5 1.0 
1.00 −4.30 0.1 

Quadratic: E ( z ) = (1 /b) E 

2 
0 + aE 0 + b { 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0 } 

−5.00 −5.00 × 10 5 10.0 
−4.00 −5.00 × 10 5 5.0 
−3.00 −5.00 × 10 5 3.0 
−2.00 −5.00 × 10 5 1.0 
−1.00 −5.00 × 10 5 0.1 

Figure 4. Summary of the ERP results for the toy models described in the main text. 
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article correlation spaces ( E ( z = 0) × E ( z)) indicate a decrease of
he number of matched particles with z, given the adopted criterium 

f choosing only particles belonging to FOF haloes, disregarding 
eld particles. For the case of Particle Type = ‘star’, a poor
tatistics was found for very high redshifts ( z= 10.0), so we limited
he analysis for the reference redshifts z = { 1.0, 5.0 } , in this

ase. f  
We found that all the ERP results were consistent with the
rends described for toy models in Section 2.3 . Clearly, one-particle
nergies did become increasingly correlated as one approached 
maller redshifts (an effect included by construction in the case of the
oy models). Interestingly, the correlations were better fit by a linear
elation. Ho we ver, a significant spread around the correlations were
ound in many cases, so other relations could have been fitted as well.
MNRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 
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Figure 5. Fractions (in logarithmic scale) of matched particles to total 
particles (in the respective reference haloes), for each target redshift z and 
Particle Type , for all analysed simulations. 
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his spread indicated therefore a partial loss of ‘memory’ across the
 v aluated redshifts. Yet, such a mixing (in the one-particle energy
pace) was not necessarily as complete as one would infer: even
hose systems with high scatter showed significant ERPFs, specially
t z = 1.0 (i.e. ERPF > ∼0.8 for nbins at least as large as 15). For
nstance, see Halo ID s = { 3, 4 } for the TNG50-4 (‘dm’) in Fig. 6 ,
nd Halo ID s = { 2, 3 } for the TNG100-3 (‘dm’) in Fig. 7 . 

The results for Particle Type: ‘star’ (Fig. 8 ) were less robust
ue to poorer statistics at higher redshifts, yet, we found indications
f ERP for this component as well, although in stricter conditions
o v erall, for z = 1.0 and nbins = 5). There are some cases in
hich ERPF is quite high (greater than ∼0.8) even for nbins as
igh as = 30 (fixing z = 1.0); see, e.g. Halo ID s = { 5, 6, 8, 9, 13,
4, 16, 20 } (TNG50-4); and Halo ID s = { 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 19 }
TNG100-3) in the Appendix. Some cases of high EPRFs at z = 5.0
nd nbins = 5 can also be found by inspection of these diagrams. 

A direct comparison of Dark versus full (‘dm’) halo pairs showed
hat the EPRFs were qualitatively similar, indicating lack of sensitiv-
ty of dissipati ve processes. Ho we ver, some exceptions were noted,
pecially at z = 5.0 and/or at higher nbins . Namely, somewhat
iffering results in the energy bin levels in those pairs were seen
n higher redshifts for: TNG50-4, Halo ID s = { 3, 9, 10, 11, 15,
6, 17, 18, 19, 20 } ; and TNG100-3, Halo ID s = { 4, 5, 6, 7,
, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19 } (c.f. Figs 6 , 7 and the Appendix).
espite such deviations, they showed an o v erall similarity, specially
NRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 
or lower redshifts and/or smaller nbins . An e xtreme e xample was
NG100-3, Halo ID = 4: the scatter in the E ( z = 0) × E ( z)
pace was clearly larger in the full run, in comparison to its Dark
ounterpart (c.f. Fig. 7 ). For illustrative purposes, we show in Fig. 9
isual 2D projections of the dark matter column densities for the
wo examples in which there ERPF results are similar (TNG50-
, Halo ID = 1) and the latter extreme case (TNG100-3, Halo
D = 4). Stellar column densities are also presented at the respective

ight-hand panels in this figure. It is interesting to note that, for the
NG50-4 case, the dark matter column densities were quite similar

rom visual inspection. Ho we ver, the situation for the TNG100-3
howed a significant difference between both dark matter column
ensities (Dark versus full run) with the stellar counterpart following
he dark matter distribution of the full run. It is also interesting to note
hat the results for the Particle Type: ‘star’ in the TNG50-4
ase ( Halo ID = 1) showed higher ERPFs than for the TNG100-3
 Halo ID = 4). 

In general, the simulation results were consistent with the trends
ound in the toy models: the ERP fractions tended to be lower
or higher spreads, but this appears to be a second order effect as
ompared to the degree of the correlation. In other words, the particles
artially mixed in the one-particle energy space with their collective
nergy rankings remarkably preserved at lower redshifts. The highest
edshift z = 10 resulted, o v erall, in the lowest ERPFs, as expected.
et, for nbins = 5 (or even more finely grained partitions), one
till could find cases of complete (100 per cent) ERPFs at those high
edshifts, which is worth noting. 

.2 Dependence of ERP fractions with halo properties 

n this section, we present a study of the behaviour of the ERP
ractions as a function of certain halo properties. Our purpose was
o advance the ERP methodology as a tool for the theoretical study
f mixing in haloes by connecting it with halo global properties
nd historical markers. For the present analysis, we considered: (i)
otal reference halo mass at z = 0; (ii) fractional increase in halo

ass, � M ; (iii) number of major mergers, N mer ; and (iv) formation
edshift, z form 

. We defined the fractional increase in halo mass as:
 M ≡ ( M f − M i )/ M i , where the subscripts ‘i’ and ‘f’ refer to the

nitially identified progenitor and the final reference halo at z =
, respectively. We identified the number of major mergers along
he tree for each reference halo, defining a ‘major merger’ as the
ccurrence of two past progenitors at a stellar mass greater than 1/5.
he formation redshift, z form 

was defined as the redshift at which the
otal mass of the halo was half of its mass at z = 0. We assumed
his proxy for halo formation time in accordance with Martizzi
t al. ( 2020 ). Although the latter authors defined z form 

based on
onsiderations encompassing ‘centrals’ and ‘satellites’, whereas our
nalysis was focused on massive haloes we adopted this definition
or concreteness and as a reference for future work on ERPF in
alaxy-sized haloes. In the present section, we only analysed the full
NG50-4 and TNG100-3 simulations for Particle Type: ‘dm’,
iven the current availability of merger trees from SubLink , which
rovides the mass value along the corresponding main progenitor
ranch of the Subfind subhaloes at each snapshot (Rodriguez-
omez et al. 2015 ). 
In Fig. 10 , we present the paired density and scatterplot matrix

or the abo v e-mentioned v ariables (items (i) to (i v)), in order to
solate their potential correlations. We found that � M and N mer were
individually) roughly correlated with the final total mass of the
eference halo, but the correlation between the pair � M and N mer 

eemed less evident. The variables � M , N mer , and z form 

roughly
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MNRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 

Figure 6. ERP results for the (a) TNG50-4-Dark and (b) TNG50-4 full ( Particle Type: ‘dm’) simulations, Halo ID = { 1, . . . , 4 } . Left-hand panels: 
ERP fractions; middle panels: particle correlation spaces (dashed lines: linear fits); right-hand panels: ‘criss-cross’ diagrams (only nbins = { 5, 30 } are 
shown). 
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MNRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 

Figure 7. Same as previous figure, for the (a) TNG100-3-Dark and (b) TNG100-3 full ( Particle Type: ‘dm’) simulations. 
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MNRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 

Figure 8. Same as previous figure, for the (a) TNG50-4 full and (b) TNG100-3 full (both, Particle Type: ‘star’). 
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Figure 9. 2D projections of the dark matter column densities 
( log 10 M �kpc −2 ) for the two examples in which there ERPF results are 
similar (TNG50-4, Halo ID = 1) and different (TNG100-3, Halo ID = 4). 
Stellar column densities ( log 10 M �kpc −2 ) are also presented at the respective 
right-hand panels. Column density ranges are (from left to right): TNG50- 
4 = [5.8, 8.4], [5.8, 8.4], [2.0,6.0]; TNG100-3 = [6.3, 8.5], [6.0, 8.4], 
[2.2,6.0]. These figures were made using the web-based API functionality; 
circles indicate the respective virial radii. Scale bars are: 300 kpc for TNG50- 
4 (three upper panels); 400 kpc for TNG100-3-Dark and 500 kpc for the 
remaining two TNG100-3 panels. 

Figure 10. Paired density and scatterplot matrix for TNG50-4 and TNG100- 
3 for the following variables: total reference halo mass at z = 0 (in M �; 
logarithmic scale); fractional increase in halo mass, � M ; number of major 
mergers, N mer , and formation redshift, z form 
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 v erlapped in their distribution ranges for both simulations. Most
aloes in both simulations have assembled half of their final masses
nly at z form 

� 2.0. 
The behaviour of the ERP fractions as a function of the halo

roperties, (i) to (iv) are displayed in Figs 11 , 12 , 13 , and 14 ,
espectively (i.e. total reference halo mass at z = 0, � M , N mer ,
nd z form 

). These results are shown in separate panels in terms of
eference redshift z and nbins . The common global trend seen in
hose figures was the expected decrease of ERPF as z and nbins
ncrease. High ERPFs (abo v e ∼0.8) were a noticeable feature at z =
.0 for all nbins in both the TNG50-4 and TNG100-3 simulations.
NRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 
One important aspect of those panels is that not only they show
ow ERPFs might depend (or not) on halo properties and historical
arkers, but also how the decline in ERPFs proceeds as a function

f the latter properties, as z and nbins increase. Indeed, the decline
n ERPFs seemed to be a function of halo mass for the TNG50-4
ase (Fig. 11 ), for all nbins . This trend was not seen in the haloes
raced in the larger simulation box, TNG100-3: the ERPFs declined
oughly in a ‘uniform manner’, i.e. insensitively to halo mass. Indeed,
n Dantas & Ramos ( 2006a ) (c.f. their Fig. 2 ), the ERPFs for 31 dark
atter haloes (with masses less than ∼10 14 at marker redshift z =

0.0; nbins = 10) resulted in more massive haloes showing more
ank preservation than less massive ones (note that the θ parameter in
hat reference is the inverse of ERPF, that is, it measured the violation
raction). 

For � M (Fig. 12 ), the dependence of decline in ERPF on the
ncrease of fractional mass persisted for TNG50-4, even after
emoving the apparent outlier (highest � M point), although the
ncertainty on this trend was large. On the other hand, TNG100-
 seemed to show an opposite trend of decline in ERPF for some
ntermediate panels, but essentially no trend at all in most of them
with large scatter). The situation was less clear in the case of N mer 

Fig. 13 ), or at least the decline in ERPF seemed to be less sensitive
o this variable. In the case of z form 

(Fig. 14 ), the scatter was also
arge, and at least for the 20 analysed haloes indicated independence
f ERPFs decline with their ‘formation’ redshift. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N  

RP pro vides an alternativ e standpoint for analysing the problem
f mixing in gravitational N -body systems. ERP was proposed by
andrup et al. ( 1993 ), almost 30 years ago to be indicative of some
esoscopic constraint operating at the level of collective particles in

nergy space. The physical nature of such a constraint, if real, remains
nclear. The purpose of this work was to verify whether previous
esults in the literature related to this effect were also reproduced in
osmological simulations with magnetohydrodynamical evolution
nd semi-analytical modelling (IllustrisTNG). For the first time, a
omparison between the ERP levels in the dark-only and full runs, i.e.
n the absence and presence of the baryonic component, respectively,
as obtained, as well as an analysis for ‘star’ particles only, as

hey dynamically mixed within dark matter haloes. We again point
ut that the TNG50 and TNG100 simulations differ in their top 20
assive haloes, so we probed different ranges in mass. Therefore,

ny comparisons between both simulations should be understood in
erms of different mass ranges being probed, and not as a one-to-one
omparison between the most massive haloes in those simulations.
ur purpose was to advance the quantitative characterization of ERP
rompted by open questions raised in Kandrup et al. ( 1993 ) and by
revious hints that ERP behaves in a complex manner. We summarize
ur results as follows: 
1. Main over all ERP c har acterization. At the redshift marker z
 1, we found high ERP fractions (abo v e ∼80 per cent ) in both

imulations for all nbins . This result extended in some cases to
star’ particles (although the statistics was significantly poorer for this
aryonic component). Our results confirmed earlier indications in the
iterature of a significant level of ‘collective memory’ preservation
f particle energies in the evolution of dark matter haloes, leading to
 possible mesoscopic constraint operative in a time span of se ver al
yr . 
2. Collective range for ERPF effectiveness. ERPFs in the analysed

imulated haloes gradually declined for finer partitions (higher
bins ), as naturally expected. Ho we ver, it is interesting to note that,
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Figure 11. ERPF as a function of reference halo mass at z = 0. Panels are distributed as a function of target redshift at which the ERPF was extracted, namely: 
top panels for z= 1.0; middle, z = 5.0; and bottom, z = 10.0. From left to right-hand panels show increasing values of nbins . In each panel, two sets of data 
points are included, namely: TNG5-40 full (lower mass range); and TNG100-3 full (higher mass range). To each set, a linear regression fit is provided with a 
95 per cent confidence interval shown as translucent bands around each regression line. Histogram margins show the distribution of ERPF for all data in the 
given panel. 

Figure 12. Same as the previous figure, but for ERPF as a function of the fractional increase in halo mass, � M , using SubLink data. The values of � M for 
the TNG100-3 (data points at right) were compressed by 50 per cent and then shifted by a fixed value (10 4 ) in order to a v oid o v erlapping with the TNG50-4 
data points (at left). Regression fits with (dashed line, lighter colour) and without (continuous line, darker colour) the highest � M point is provided. 
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n reference to the toy models of Section 2.3 , we found that tightly
istributed (i.e. less spread) particles in the one-particle energy space 
ead to a remarkable consistency of EPRFs, regardless of the choice 
f nbins . This means that, for particles that evolve in a sufficiently
ompact manner in the energy space, ERPFs do not depend on the
hosen coarse-graining lev el: the y somewhat faithfully indicate the 
ractions of energy bin rank preservations for whatever nbins used. 

3. Evolutionary range for ERPF effectiveness. ERPFs gradually 
eclined for higher redshift markers, as expected. Ho we ver, the 
anner in which this occurred was found to be, roughly, a function

f halo mass (Fig. 11 ), at least for the TNG50-4 case. This trend was
ot seen in the haloes traced in the larger simulation box, TNG100-3.
ndeed, when tracing the decline of ERPF as a function of fractional
ncrease in halo mass, this trend seemed to persist for TNG50-4 
Fig. 12 ). This maybe partially due to a correlation between both
ariables (Fig. 10 ), although the uncertainty seemed greater in the
ecline of ERPF with � M . In the case of the behaviour of ERPF
n terms of the number of major mergers, or formation redshift, the
ecline of ERPF did not seem to be sensitive to these parameters,
t least for the 20 analysed haloes (Figs 13 , 14 ). In any case, it
s interesting to note that the decline in ERPF proceeded in z in a
elatively orderly sense. 

4. ERPF effectiveness and dissipation. Our analysis extended 
revious results in the literature, which have only been obtained 
or dark matter simulations. We found that ERP could also be found
n collections of stars, despite their dissipational histories at least 
ack from redshift marker z = 1. Approximately, the most (less)
ravitationally bounded masses today were probably the most (less) 
MNRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 
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Figure 13. Same as the previous figure, but for ERPF as a function of the number of major mergers, N mer (c.f. the main text for details). The values of N mer for 
the TNG100-3 (data points at right) were shifted by a fixed value (10) in order to a v oid overlapping with the TNG50-4 data points (at left). 

Figure 14. Same as the previous figure, but for ERPF as a function of the formation redshift, z form 

(c.f. the main text for details). The values of z form 

for the 
TNG100-3 (data points at right) were shifted by a fixed value (5.0) in order to a v oid overlapping with the TNG50-4 data points (at left). 
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ounded ones at redshifts even as high as z ∼ 5, in some cases,
egardless of astrophysically rele v ant dissipati ve mechanisms and
fficient mixing in phase space. A comparison of of Dark versus full
‘dm’) halo pairs showed that the EPRFs were qualitatively similar,
ndicating that dissipative processes did not play a role in modifying
he ERPFs of the dark matter component. Ho we v er, clear e xceptions
ere found, which could be an indication of some feedback process
y the baryonic component, but this effect could also be entangled
ith purely statistical variations, specially for higher nbins and z.
he relatively high level of ERPFs for ‘star’ particles (baryons), in
ome cases, at least back from z = 1 is a result that is also compatible
ith that of Wang et al., in which they found that a significant fraction
f baryons in haloes (corresponding to the Milky Way scale) was
ccreted dif fusi vely, rather than in major mergers being relati vely
reserved at larger distances from the centre of the halo. This suggests
hat a further investigation of ERP in relation to the mass growth of
alaxies through major and minor mergers in cluster of galaxies
ould provide an independent measure of environment effects on
NRAS 516, 279–297 (2022) 
he evolution of such galaxies (Dressler 1980 ; Rhee et al. 2017 , and
eferences therein). 

5. ERPF effectiveness, gravitational potential, and assembly
istory. The occurrence of significant ERPFs and their decline in
ime as a function of mass, Fig. 11 (at least in the case of halo masses
maller than ∼10 14 M �; see also previous indications in Dantas &
amos 2006a ) could be associated with an independent assessment
f their assembly history. That is, our results are consistent with
ther studies indicating that dark matter haloes form in an inside-
ut fashion (e.g. Wang et al. 2011 , and references therein), an effect
erified from a different standpoint. By analysing (dark matter only)
 -body simulations of six haloes with masses compatible with those
osting galaxies at about the Milky Way scale, Wang et al. found
hat dark matter particles belonging to central regions (i.e. with
he most ne gativ e binding energies) were already relatively stable
n those regions at high redshifts. Such particles, belonging to the
ottom of the halo potential well could only be disturbed by major
ergers, but the latter were more common at high redshifts and less
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ommon at recent times. On the other hand, in the less bounded
 xternal re gions of haloes particles were mostly gathered through a
gentler’ process (diffusely or in minor mergers), generally keeping 
ower binding energies across several redshifts, until recent times. 
ence, the o v erall process just described in terms of the configuration

pace of particles (i.e. roughly, a radial assembly gradient in term of
ccretion time) is a counterpart effect of ERP in the energy space. 

6. ERPF effectiveness and merger events. As already noted, the 
ecline of EPPF with redshift (Fig. 13 ) did not seem to depend on
he number of major mergers, but possibly on the fractional increase 
n mass (Fig. 12 ), which evidently must include minor mergers. 
o we ver, this dependence reveals a complex situation, as there seems

o be a different trend for smaller (TNG50-4) and larger (TNG100-3) 
alo masses. An analysis on ERPF (or its decline) and the ‘formation’
edshift (when the halo reached half of its final mass) did not
ndicate clear correlations (c.f. Fig. 14 ). In any case, one would
xpect that a high ERPF up to a given redshift would be an imprint
f a low-fractional mass accretion or few merger events since that 
edshift. Indeed, ERP seemed to be more frequently violated (even 
or coarsely-grained energy bins) in lower mass haloes, indicating 
heir relative susceptibility to merger events affecting their inner 
tructures. Further investigations of ERPF on galaxy-sized haloes 
ith increased time and mass resolutions correlating with other 

tructural parameters are left for a future work. 
7. ERPF effectiveness and cosmological evolution. It is important 

o note that the original results about ERP (Kandrup et al. 1993 ) were
btained in a non-cosmological setting, so the first indications about 
his effect did not include an expanding background and/or frequent 
mbient effects. A limited hierarchical scheme in Dantas et al. ( 2003 )
ndicated some nuances on the ef fecti veness of ERP when comparing

ergers and collapses. Other investigations probed ERP effects in 
osmological haloes (e.g. Dantas & Ramos 2006a, 2006b ), finding 
ints of correlations between ERP and the dispersion of the pairwise 
elocity distribution, as well as mass. Our results indicate that ERP
s not only roughly present in a ‘single event scenario’ of an isolated
erger or a collapse, but also along an involved dynamics that 

s a function of external disturbances in time . The fact that such
 complex dynamics can be correlated with the assembly time of
aloes is an indication that violent relaxation (Lynden-Bell 1967 ) is
ot complete, as has been discussed in the literature (see mini-re vie w
n, e.g. Dantas & Ramos 2006b , and references therein). Diffuse
ccretion, major and minor mergers, infall, ejection of particles, 
tc, seem to be historically imprinted as a radial, coarse-grained 
radient of accreted material in the structure of haloes, which belong 
o a collectively active environment. Hence, whatever the nature 
f an energy mesoscopic constraint, already operative in isolated 
vents on a non-expanding background, it seems to compound in 
he same direction as the hier arc hical building up of haloes through
osmological times . 

We conclude with a rough picture in which the building up of
ark matter haloes in a cosmological setting is a collective process in
hich particles closely spaced in coarse-grained cells in energy space 

an efficiently mix in the phase space corresponding to those energy 
ells. The hierarchical growth of haloes produce structural correla- 
ions as they settle in roughly stratified equilibrium configurations as 
 function of local relaxation timescales after external disturbances 
nd accretion. Ho we ver, ther e seems to be an or derly r estriction
o the exchange of energy between those energy cells , so that the
atter represent elements moving in energy space which are roughly 
reserved. That is, their energy boundaries can only change linearly 
nd orderly with respect to all other energy cells of the system.
 detailed theory of this linear and rank preserving process at the

evel of the coarse-grained energy distribution function is yet to be
ormally devised. The present work hopefully advances a preliminary 
ap of the parameter space required for such a development. 
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Figure A1. ERP fractions for Halo ID = { 5, . . . , 10 } , for TNG50-4-Dark and TNG50-4 ( Particle Type: ‘dm’ and ‘star’, respectively). 
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Figure A2. ERP fractions for Halo ID = { 11, . . . , 15 } , for TNG50-4-Dark and TNG50-4 ( Particle Type: ‘dm’ and ‘star’, respectively). 
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Figure A3. ERP fractions for Halo ID = { 16, . . . , 20 } , for TNG50-4-Dark and TNG50-4 ( Particle Type: ‘dm’ and ‘star’, respectively). 
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Figure A4. ERP fractions for Halo ID = { 5, . . . , 10 } , for TNG100-3-Dark and TNG100-3 ( Particle Type: ‘dm’ and ‘star’, respectively). 
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Figure A5. ERP fractions for Halo ID = { 11, . . . , 15 } , for TNG100-3-Dark and TNG100-3 ( Particle Type: ‘dm’ and ‘star’, respectively). 
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Figure A6. ERP fractions for Halo ID = { 16, . . . , 20 } , for TNG100-3-Dark and TNG100-3 ( Particle Type: ‘dm’ and ‘star’, respectively). 
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